BRIGSTOCK PRIMARY SCHOOL- HISTORY SKILLS THROUGH KEY STAGE 1

YEAR 1,2 YEAR A

TOYS

MONSTERS AND ALIENS

JOURNEYS

KEY SKILLS
INVESTIGATING AND
INTERPRETING

ACTIVITIES

OVERVIEW OF
WORLD HISTORY

Find answers to questions about the past.
Ask questions about life in the past using
artefacts, pictures stories, online sources and
people.

-

Changes in living memory, talking to
different generations of people
Old toys, new toys
Photographs, video clips
Reading material
Describe historical events and significant
people from the past
Recognise that there are reasons why people
in the past acted as they did

-

Historical significance of toys through
time.
Significant people- toymakers: Steiff,
and Edward Roosevelt
Remembrance, and why this is
observed.
Global significance of Remembrance,
and how this is observed around the
world.

Find answers to questions about the past.
Ask questions about life in the past using
artefacts, pictures stories, online sources
and people.

-

How has space travel changed over
time?
Visit to Leicester Space Centre
Range of source material to
investigate space travel.
Describe historical events and significant
people from the past
Recognise that there are reasons why people
in the past acted as they did

-

Significant travel and travellers
Neil Armstrong and Christopher
Columbus
Pioneers and their significance to
world history

Find answers to questions about the past.
Ask questions about life in the past using
artefacts, pictures stories, online sources
and people.

-

Footage of significant journeys and
travel
Pictures and photos
Stories of significant journeys

Describe historical events and significant
people from the past
Recognise that there are reasons why
people in the past acted as they did

Significant individuals who have contributed
to our nation’s achievements- with global
impact:
Study the lives of diary writerSamuel Pepys.
Significant events:
Great Fire of London (beyond living
memory)
May Day (Locally significant)
Great travellers, nationally and globally
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CHRONOLOGY

Place events and artefacts in order on a
timeline
-

COMMUNICATE
HISTORICALLY

ACTIVITIES AND
EVIDENCE

KEY VOCABULARY

CROSS-CURRICULAR
LINKS

Label individual timelines
Toys on a timeline
Time lines to be labelled with key
vocabulary and dates

Place events and artefacts in order on a
timeline
-

Labelled timelines
Timeline of space travel
Famous mothers

Place events and artefacts in order on a
timeline
-Significant discoveries on a timeline (linked
to journeys)
-May Day celebrations over time (photos)
-

Use vocabulary to describe the passing of time
Show an understanding of the concept of a
nation and a nation’s history

Use vocabulary to describe the passing of
time
Show an understanding of the concept of a
nation and a nation’s history

Use vocabulary to describe the passing of
time
Show an understanding of the concept of a
nation and a nation’s history

Present information orally as well as in written
form
Show awareness and understanding of the
development of toys and materials over time.

Present information orally as well as in
written form
Museum visit
Fact-files

Present information orally as well as in
written form
Show understanding of the development of
travel and journeys, within this country and
worldwide.

Monarchy, democracy, war, peace
Centuries, decades
A long time ago, recently

Decades, centuries, older, newer, recently,
nation.
‘When my grandparents were
children…before my grandparents were
alive…’

Diary recounts
Cultural and traditional tales- UK and Australia
Aboriginal artwork, modern Australian artworkKen Done
Portraits in different styles- formal (historical)
and modern, using the style of Mackenzie
Thorpe

Art- imaginary artwork of aliens, and
watercolour and wax pictures of planets
DT- space buggies: wheels and axles
Writing activities- recount of Space Centre
visit, fact-files of travellers

Decades, centuries, older, newer, recently,
nation.
‘When my grandparents were
children…before my grandparents were
alive…’
Last century, many centuries ago
Art- linked to India, and famous artists past
and present
Art- Famous landmarks from around the
world.
.

